Design of a Remote Meter Reading System for Residential Heating
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ABSTRACT

The traditional heating system in northern China faces various problems, such as energy waste, low efficiency and unreasonable metering. To solve these problems, this paper designs a remote meter reading system for residential heating, and describes the hardware, software and key functions of the system in details. The system consists of five parts: temperature controllers, on-off controllers, heat meters, building managers and a remote data center. Multiple cutting-edge tools were adopted in the system. For example, the Windows CE (Embedded Compact) was introduced to support data processing, the GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) Internet was employed to establish the communication between key modules, and the on-off time-area method was utilized to calculate allocated heat. Empirical results show that our system boasts high efficiency, stability and reliability, despite a simple structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

The metering and charging of residential heating are critical to the energy efficiency of buildings [1-5]: both suppliers and users are encouraged to actively save energy, exerting huge social and economic benefits [6-10]. Heat metering is a relatively mature technology, as the earliest household measurement can be traced back to the 1920s in Europe [11-15].

The Chinese Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development required all new residential communities in northern China to implement household heat metering since 2010. To fulfill the requirement, residential heating needs to be commercialized, and controlled and measured on a household basis [16-22]. In other words, each user should be enabled to adjust the heat, and the heating fee should be charged as per the amount of heat consumed.

Over the years, household heat metering has entered numerous households [24, 25], but most heating companies still rely on manual meter reading to measure heat consumption. Much effort is needed to enter and statistically analyze the manually collected data, due to the lack of a billing system that manages heat consumption data in a unified manner. This pushes up the labor cost and operating cost of heating companies. What is worse, errors inevitably occur in manual meter reading and statistical analysis. To overcome these drawbacks, it is necessary to develop a remote meter reading system to collect the data on heat consumption.

In light of the above, this paper develops a novel remote meter reading system for residential heating based on state-of-the-art tools like the GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) Internet, the M-Bus (Meter-Bus) and the on-off time-area method. The different parts, hardware design, and software design of our system were introduced in details. The effectiveness of our system was verified through practical applications.
meter receives time commands from the building manager, and uploads various types of information to the building manager, such as heat value, inlet/outlet water temperature, and operating parameters.

Each building manager is connected to several on-off controllers and heat meters by the M-Bus. The manager uploads field heat data to the data center remotely across the GPRS Internet, sends reading commands to the controllers and meters, and collects data every 10 min in polling mode. The collected data are saved by the manager to the database. The manager also receives and executes real-time commands from the data center. The functions of the manager lay the basis for real-time meter reading and emergency cut off of valves.

The remote data center manages the basic data and heating data of every user. The heating management system at the center has the following functions: real-time payment, data analysis, data maintenance, arrears notification and real-time meter reading.

Figure 1. The architecture of our remote meter reading instrument

3. HARDWARE DESIGN

3.1 Hardware design of building manager

Building managers are the cornerstones of our remote meter reading system. Each building manager serves as a bridge between the corresponding heat meters and the remote data center. On the one hand, the manager forwards the commands from the remote data center to the heat meters and the corresponding on-off controllers; on the other hand, the manager collects information from the meters and the controllers, and uploads it to the remote data center. As shown in Figure 2, the building manager encompasses three key modules: the ASM core module, the M-Bus module and the GPRS module.

The ASM core module is the computing and data processing module of the building manager. Running on Windows CE (Embedded Compact), the core module, equipped with the data acquisition software, is capable of issuing meter reading commands, processing the read data and scheduling the entire system. The hardware of the module includes a Samsung S3C2416 ASM9 processor (frequency: 400 MHz), a 128 MB DDR2 (Double Data Rate 2) memory, and a 1 GB NAND flash memory. Empirical evidence shows that the hardware of the ASM core module can satisfy the data processing demand.

The M-Bus module links up the building manager (master) with the corresponding on-off controllers (slaves) and heat meters (slaves). This module forwards the meter reading commands from the master to the slaves, and feedbacks the responses from the slaves to the master. As a half-duplex bus, the M-Bus can provide remote power to the slaves, reduce the number of components, and lower the system cost.

The GPRS module enables the communication between the building manager and the remote data center, using the wireless wide area network (WWAN) IP assigned by the GPRS Internet. In this module, the collected data are packaged into TCP/IP packets and transmitted to the remote data center via the GPRS Internet; meanwhile, the TCP/IP packets from the remote data center are received, and transmitted to the ASM core module under the RS232 protocol.

3.2 Data acquisition of building manager

3.2.1 Data acquisition hardware

Each building manager can be connected with up to 256 devices via the M-Bus. The manager collects data from the corresponding heat meters every 10 min in polling mode. Other
functions of the manager include the timing of on-off controllers, adjusting baud rate, and reading meters in real-time.

There are four serial ports on a building manager, namely, COM1, COM2, COM3 and COM4. Among them, COM1 is the port for system debugging, COM2 is the communication port for the GPRS module, COM3 is the port reserved for communication under the RS485 protocol, and COM4 is the communication port for the M-Bus module.

3.2.2 Data acquisition process

In the building manager, the meter reading commands from the data acquisition software, which are originally serial signals, are converted into M-Bus signals by the switching circuit and sent out through COM4, while the feedbacks from the on-off controllers and heat meters are transformed into serial signals by the M-Bus. Then, the serial signals are monitored by the data acquisition software, yielding accurate data from the heat meters. The data are also analyzed by the software, and stored in a special location, marking the end of data acquisition.

The signal transformation is affected by the voltage between the two buses of the M-Bus. This voltage is negatively correlated with the number of devices connected by the M-Bus. If there are too many connected devices, more communication errors may occur due to the excessively low voltage.

3.2.3 Format of information frame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B0</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>B3</th>
<th>B4</th>
<th>B5</th>
<th>B6</th>
<th>B7</th>
<th>B8</th>
<th>B9</th>
<th>B10</th>
<th>B11</th>
<th>B12</th>
<th>B13</th>
<th>B14</th>
<th>B15</th>
<th>B16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- B0, B1: Preamble
- B2: Start symbol
- B3: Meter type
- B4-B7: Address domain
- B8: Control code
- B9-B14: Parameter1-6
- B15: Check position
- B16: End symbol

**Figure 3.** The format of information frame

During the communication of the building manager, each information frame (Figure 3) covers the preamble, the start symbol, the meter type, the address domain, the control code, the control parameters, the check position and the end symbol.

1. Permeable
   - The preamble is a 16-bit binary string FEFE at the start of the information frame from the master or a slave.
2. Start symbol
   - The start symbol 68H marks the start of the information frame.
3. Meter type
   - The data from an on-off controller are marked 50H and those from a heat meter are marked 30H.
4. Address domain
   - The unique address of each slave is expressed as a four-two-bit binary-coded decimals (BCDs).
5. Control code
   - The polling, arrears notification, online test of on-off controller, closing on-off controller, calibration time, baud rate adjustment and start/stop heating are denoted as 01H-07H, respectively.
6. Control parameters
   - Each control code has a unique six-bit control parameter. For example, the control parameter for online test of on-off controller 180123152054 means the online test should start at 15:20:54, January 23, 2018.
7. Check code
   - The check code is a one-bit reflecting the binary arithmetic accumulation of all the bits from the frame start to the control parameters, excluding the values greater than FFH.
8. End symbol
   - The end symbol 16H indicates the end of the information frame.

The responses from slaves and the meter reading commands are both formatted as the six-bit control parameters.

3.3 GPRS wireless transmission

The heat data are transmitted from the building manager to the data center in two steps: the data are transferred from the data acquisition software to the GPRS Internet, and then transmitted via the GPRS Internet to the data center. This highlights the importance of the GPRS module.

To save cost and space, the embedded GPRS module was integrated easily to the building manager, in the light of its small volume and two-row needles. Figure 4 shows the typical wiring diagram of the GPRS module. The various pins in the circuit allow the building manager to exchange data with the GPRS module through serial communication.

**Figure 4.** The typical wiring diagram of the GPRS module
To establish the communication between the GPRS module and the remote data center, the IP of the remote data center should be configured in the GPRS module. If the remote data center does not have a static IP, the dynamic domain name should be configured instead. Here, the dynamic domain name is resolved by the software Oray. Besides, the SIM (subscriber identification module) card, the user information, the information of the remote data center, the operating parameters must be inserted or configured in the GPRS module, before connecting the module with the remote data center.

4. SOFTWARE DESIGN

4.1 Design of data acquisition software

4.1.1 The workflow of data acquisition
The data acquisition software, which is embedded in the building manager, is the core of the remote meter reading system. The workflow of data acquisition is explained in Figure 5 below.

![Figure 5. The workflow of data acquisition](image-url)

4.1.2 The key functions
The data acquisition software supports six key functions:

(1) Online test
The software tests whether the building manager communicates normally with the corresponding on-off controllers and heat meters, and also controls the valve opening/closing by issuing an opening/closing on/off valve command to on-off controllers.

(2) Timing of meter reading
The software checks if there is any task to be executed in real time. If not, the software will query the list of devices from the database, and send a meter reading command to each device, requiring each device to collect data every 10min in polling mode.

(3) Calculation of allocated heat
The allocated heat, the basic data of the remote meter reading system, is calculated by the software based on the on-off time-area once every hour. The calculation time is scheduled in real time, and the valve cycle is one hour. The total heat allocated $Q_i$ (kWh) to user $i$ in the valve cycle can be computed by:

$$Q_i = \frac{\varepsilon_i \cdot S_i \cdot Q}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \varepsilon_i S_i}$$

where, $S_i$ is the floor area of user $i$ (m²); $Q$ is the total heat in the valve cycle (kWh); $n$ is the number of heat users involved in heat allocation; $\varepsilon_i = \Delta\tau'/\Delta\tau$ is the ratio of valve opening time $\Delta\tau'$ (h) to valve cycle $\Delta\tau$ (h) for user $i$.

Since the valve cycle $\Delta\tau$ remains constant at 1h, formula (1) can be simplified as:
\[ Q_i = \frac{H_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} H_j}, \quad H_i = \Delta t'S_i. \]

Hence, the heat allocated to each user in each valve cycle was obtained by the above formula. The allocated heats in different cycles were added up to the total allocated heat to that user. Next, the heating cost of the user was derived by multiplying the total allocated heat with the heating coefficient and heat price.

(4) Data upload

The software uploads the allocated heat of each user and the alarm of devices in the last hour to the remote data center. The hourly uploads of user data are scheduled in real time to avoid conflicts with other tasks, while those of alarm data are carried out in real time. Once a field device fails, the heating company will send staff to repair at once.

(5) Query of historical data

Even if the remote data center is not running, the building manager can store offline data for 2 years, including all the allocated heats and the meter readings in the past three months. The stored data can be queried easily on the data acquisition software.

(6) Device replacement

If any on-off controller or heat meter is out of repair, the number of new devices should be inputted to the building manager. Then, the old device will be automatically disabled. This operation can be implemented remotely or on the site. If the remote data center is operating, the replacement can be completed on the configuration interface. If the remote data center is not operating, the replacement can be completed directly on the interface of the data acquisition software.

4.1.3 The import of basic data

Figure 6 shows how the basic data are acquired and imported to the building manager. The basic data refer to the number of on-off controllers, the number of heat meters, the building number, the device number, the room number, the heating area, etc. Among them, the heating area is an important variable in the calculation of the allocated heat by the on-off time-area method. If it is difficult to measure at the installation, the heating area can be counted and configured remotely when the user opens an account.

\[ \text{Installation} \quad \text{Record installation information} \quad \text{Arranged in EXCEL} \quad \text{Generated to SQLCE database file} \quad \text{Import to building manager} \]

**Figure 6.** The import of basic data

4.1.4 Analysis of meter readings

The building manager allows the addition of new protocols, and could differentiate between existing protocols: the protocol of on-off controllers, the protocol of ultrasonic pressure gauges, the protocol of 8-bit ultrasonic heat meter, and the protocols of heat meters of different brands. As mentioned before, the building manager can be connected to 256 devices and collect data every 10min.

In the data acquisition software, multiple protocols are unified as a single protocol, and big data are converted to a single data for processing. Instead of transmitting and receiving each piece of data, our scheme issues a command, receives the return code and processes the data, before issuing another command.

The poll period of each device was set to 1s. After the period, an error code will be generated if the data reception or processing has not completed. The building manager will remove the data of the device and start to poll another device. Thus, the success or failure of a poll does not affect the next poll, and the error code only impacts the results of the current processing.

In addition, the data acquisition software adopts the custom event and triggers the meter reading commands after processing the returned data. The whole process is efficient and controllable (Figure 7).

\[ \text{Start} \quad \text{Building manager} \quad \text{Send meter reading command of on-off controller} \quad \text{Process program for return data} \quad \text{CALL} \quad \text{Data process} \quad \text{Put data in database} \quad \text{Y} \quad \text{On-off controller no polling?} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{Building manager} \quad \text{Send heat meter reading command of a company} \quad \text{Return data of heat meter} \quad \text{Process program for return data of heat meter of a company} \quad \text{CALL} \quad \text{Data process} \quad \text{Put data in database} \quad \text{Y} \quad \text{On-off controller no polling?} \quad \text{N} \quad \text{End} \]

**Figure 7.** The analysis of meter readings

4.2 Software design of GPRS server

The TCP/IP protocol is adopted for the communication between the GPRS module and the remote data center. The protocol requires a server to monitor IPs and ports, and a client to send data to the IP and port of the server. Taking the GPRS module as the client, a server software was developed for the TCP/IP communication.
As shown in Figure 8, the GPRS server software is made up of two main modules. One module receives the data uploaded by the GPRS module, classifies the received data, and stores the classified data in the database. The other module forwards commands to the building manager.

The GPRS module uploads four kinds of data: allocated heat, alarms, real-time meter readings and real-time controller readings. To differentiate between these data, the messages were normalized to the following format: data type | building manager number | device number | device type | parameter | end symbol. The end symbol means the data has been processed, waiting to be uploaded; the device number helps to distinguish between real-time meter readings and real-time controller readings; the device type specifies the manufacturer of each device.

4.3 Software design of heating management system

4.3.1 General design

In the remote data center, the heating management system adopts the B/S (browser/server) structure. The users can access the system via the website installed on the server. As shown in Figure 9, the heating management system mainly has three modules: basic information management, device state monitoring and data management.

The data management module, as the core of the heating management system, queries the allocated heat to each user on an hourly basis. The real-time data from heat meters are uploaded by the building manager each hour, providing the heating company the actual state of the heating network. The real-time data of on-off controllers are not actively uploaded by the building manager. Any user in need of such data can have a copy of the data, using the reading function of the heating management system. Furthermore, the data management module supports the query of the historical data and alarms of all devices.
4.3.2 Key functions

The heating management system monitors the state of all building managers. If a manager is found offline, the system will notify operators to pay a field visit and check the devices, and to sync the clock of the manager with that of the remote data center. At the start or end of heating, the heating management system issues a start/stop heating command to stop or start the building managers.

The heating management system allows every user to query the allocated heats of all users in each residential community, and export the relevant data. Moreover, the user can query all the historical data of an on-off controller on the data management interface of the system, and export the data to Excel.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper puts forward a remote meter reading system for residential heating in northern China. There are five key parts of the system, namely, temperature controllers, on-off controllers, heat meters, building managers and a remote data center. Each part provides several useful functions. For instance, the temperature controllers support the acquisition of room temperature, switch of remote control valve, and display of arrears notification. The heating management system at the remote control center realizes real-time payment, data analysis, data maintenance, arrears notification and real-time meter reading. The building manager facilitates the timing of on-off controllers, adjusting baud rate, and reading meters in real-time.

Our system was successfully applied in many residential communities of Dalian, a port city in northern China. The application results show that our system boosts high efficiency, stability and reliability, despite a simple hardware structure, and that the on-off time-area method can compute allocated heat accurately. Besides, our system has been adopted by Thermo Electron, a major provider of analytical instruments and services, to realize modernized intelligent management of their heating system. To sum up, our system provides the real-time state of the heating system to heat users, heating company and heat meter manufacturers, and offers a good reference for the design of intelligent remote meter reading systems.
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